Overview

This course is an introduction to comparative politics. Comparative politics is the study of domestic politics around the world, and is thus a huge area of study. Comparative political scientists try to explain variation in domestic political institutions and outcomes across countries as well as variation in political behavior across individuals and groups within countries.

An introductory course, this class is designed to give you a beginning understanding of basic concepts, approaches and methods of studying variation in domestic politics. You will not learn definitive answers to all questions about domestic politics (if indeed there are any such definitive answers), but you will gain a better sense of some of the big questions being asked and of the approaches scholars are using to try to answer them. The course provides introductions to various analytic techniques political scientists use: including game theory, descriptive statistics, regressions, and experiments.

One course cannot possibly cover all of the concepts and topics relevant to the study of domestic politics around the world. However, we can give you a first cut into this broad area of research. As one way of cutting into this topic, we will focus our attention this semester on various dilemmas and dynamics of democracies. Democracy has long been a concept of interest to political philosophers; and it has become an increasingly common form of government across the world, particularly over the last three to four decades. But democracies vary greatly in how they organize themselves, and there are persistent questions about the conditions under which democracies endure (or do not), and about how democracies confront various challenges of governance. At some points in the course, we will often consider the position of a hypothetical country that has just transitioned to democracy: How and under what conditions do democratic transitions
What are the tradeoffs in designing its institutions and electoral rules in particular ways? Are there economic consequences from having democratic versus non-democratic institutions?

**Prerequisites and Requirements**
This is an introductory lecture course. There are no prerequisites to enroll.

The requirements and components of the final grade are as follows:
- Lecture attendance, recitation attendance and recitation participation –15%
- Midterm (Wednesday, **March 11**, in-class) – 25%
- Take-home essay (4-6 pages double-spaced, prompt announced/posted morning of April 17, paper must be posted to Classes by 5pm **April 23**) – 20%
- In-class final exam (Friday, **May 15, 8am-9:50am**) – 40%

**Office Hours**
TAs will hold weekly office hours, which they will announce in recitation. Students should read the syllabus and then contact their TA first regarding logistical questions about the course.

Professor McClendon will hold office hours from 2:30pm to 4:00pm each Monday, in her office in room 223 at 19 West 4th Street, unless otherwise announced. Please sign up for a slot in advance here: [https://www.wejoinin.com/sheets/zgfip](https://www.wejoinin.com/sheets/zgfip)

**Late Paper and Grading Policies**
Late papers will be deducted 1/3 of a grade for each 24-hour period in which they are late. In other words, if they are turned in any time after 9:35am at the start of class and before 9:35 am the next day, an assignment that would under normal circumstances receive an A would receive an A-, an assignment that might normally receive an A- would receive a B+ and so forth.

**Extensions** *(permission to turn in a paper late without the penalty, or to schedule a makeup exam)* will be granted by the professor only when deemed *absolutely necessary*: because of religious obligations, or a medical emergency, or for reasons of accommodation that are documented by a doctor, counselor or the Moses Center. Please email or speak to the professor as soon as you know about any unforeseen circumstances that conflict with your coursework. Travel conflicts with the exams are not typically considered a valid reason for a makeup.

Grading of all assignments will be done blind, by your TA, in coordination with the other instructors of the course. If you have concerns about a grade, you should first have a conversation with your TA. If the issue cannot be resolved between you and the TA, you may ask to have the professor re-grade your exam or paper, *with the understanding that your grade could be revised up or down*. Please make requests for re-grades from the professor **within 10 days** of having received the assignment back from your TAs.
Students Who Need Accommodation

If you have a need for accommodation documented through the Moses Center, please have documentation sent to the professor from the Moses center or speak with the professor or your TA at your earliest convenience so that we can make sure you receive appropriate accommodation throughout the semester.

Technology Policy

There is evidence of the benefits of taking notes by hand and we encourage you to use pen and paper for notetaking if that is an option for you, or at least to use your laptop wisely (a topic covered in the first lecture). However, the course does not forbid the use of laptops, and from time to time we may ask you to use laptops or your phone for learning purposes. Except in these instances, internet should be switched off during class, and phones should always be on silent during lecture and recitation, for your benefit and the benefit of other students around you.

Readings and Participation in Recitation

All readings are available through the course’s NYU Classes page (as PDFs or as links to websites). Please let the professor know if you encounter technical problems with any of the files. There is no textbook for this course.

You are expected to have read each of the required readings for the previous week before participating in recitation. When reading a chapter or article in preparation for recitation, ask yourself: What is the research question motivating the article or chapter? What is its main answer to that question (its argument)? What is the logic of the argument? Does the author consider alternative explanations? If the article or chapter presents empirical findings: what kind of evidence is offered in support of the claims? Active participation in recitations is part of your final grade.

In recitation, we particularly value comments that are grounded in the readings, that build off of other students’ comments, and/or that ask questions intended to help all students better understand the materials.

Schedule of the course

Jan 27: Intro: What is comparative politics?

Jan 29: Thinking About Citizen-State Interactions as Strategic
2. Exit, Voice and Loyalty Chapter from Clark, Golder and Golder

[Note: NO RECITATIONS during the first week of classes. Recitations start week of Feb 3 and those recitations will cover previous week’s (Jan 27-29 lectures and readings).]

Feb 3: States: What is a state? What explains variation in state strength?
Feb 5: Regimes: What is a democracy, and how do we measure it?

Feb 10: Why are some countries more democratic than others (also: correlation is not necessarily causation)

Feb 12: Bottom-up v. top-down democratic transitions
2. Top-down transitions section from Clark, Golder and Golder

FEBRUARY 17: PRESIDENT’S DAY (NO CLASS)

February 19: Federalism and Decentralization

Feb 24 and 26: Presidents v. Prime Ministers

March 2 and 4: Electoral Systems

March 9: Review for the midterm
[Note: NO RECITATIONS during the week of the midterm]

MARCH 11: IN-CLASS MIDTERM
**DO NOT MAKE TRAVEL PLANS THAT CONFLICT WITH THIS DATE. SPRING BREAK TRAVEL PLANS ARE NOT A LEGITIMATE EXCUSE FOR A MAKE-UP EXAM.

March 16-20: SPRING BREAK (NO CLASS)
March 23 and 25: Voting Behavior

March 30 and April 1: Turnout and Political Participation
1. Re-skim Shepsle, Analyzing Politics, 2nd Ed, Ch. 9 262-301 (from Week 1)

April 6 and 8: Partisan Identification

April 13 and 15: Party systems and ideologies
Note: NO RECITATIONS the week of April 13-17 while instructors attend the Midwest Political Science Conference
SHORT PAPER TOPIC WILL BE POSTED THE MORNING OF FRIDAY APRIL 17 AND PAPERS DUE TO CLASSES BY 5PM THURSDAY APRIL 23*

April 20 and 22: Ethnic Diversity and Democratic Politics
SHORT PAPERS MUST BE POSTED TO CLASSES BY 5pm THURS, APRIL 23*

*Dates and times for announcing the paper prompt and for having the paper be due were chosen so as to try to avoid conflict with Passover, Easter and Ramadan. If you have religious obligations that nevertheless still need accommodation, please speak with the professor as soon as possible.
April 27 and 29: Challenges for Elections: Fraud and International Observers

May 4 and 6: Explanations for Variation in Economic Development
No readings this week while recitations finish covering readings from week April 27-29; however, lectures from May 4 and 6 are still game for the final exam.

May 11: Final exam review

MAY 15: 8am to 9:50am: FINAL EXAM (regular classroom)
**DO NOT MAKE TRAVEL PLANS THAT CONFLICT WITH THE FINAL EXAM. END-OF-YEAR TRAVEL PLANS ARE NOT A LEGITIMATE EXCUSE FOR A MAKE-UP EXAM.**